Frontbench L – R MP’s (Doug Lowe, Niel Batt, Michael Barnard, Terrence Aulich, Julian Amos, Harold Holgate, Darrel Baldock, Michael Field, Richard Beswick, Raymond Booney, Thomas Cleary, Ian Braid, Neil Robson, Robin Grey, Geoffrey Pearsall). Centre L – R (Speaker of the House, Ronald Davies; Clerk of the House, Bruce Murphy; Clerk-Assistant, Paul McKay; Second Clerk-Assistant, Peter Alcock; Third Clerk-at-the-Table, Joan Cunningham) Backbench L – R MP’s (Mary Willey, Michael Polley, Michael Aird, John Coughlan, William McKinnon, Gill James, Godfrey Adams, Michael Weldon, John Devine, Norman Sanders, Graeme Page, Robert Mather, Eardley Bingham, Francis Groom, Maxwell Bushby, Ron Cornish).